Analysis of the sound field in finite length infinite baffled cylindrical ducts with vibrating walls of finite impedance.
This paper describes an analytical model of finite cylindrical ducts with infinite flanges. This model is used to investigate the sound radiation characteristics of the gradient coil system of a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner. The sound field in the duct satisfies both the boundary conditions at the wall and at the open ends. The vibrating cylindrical wall of the duct is assumed to be the only sound source. Different acoustic conditions for the wall (rigid and absorptive) are used in the simulations. The wave reflection phenomenon at the open ends of the finite duct is described by general radiation impedance. The analytical model is validated by the comparison with its counterpart in a commercial code based on the boundary element method (BEM). The analytical model shows significant advantages over the BEM model with better numerical efficiency and a direct relation between the design parameters and the sound field inside the duct.